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About This Game

Go head to head with a brand new massive quiz game on PC. From a team of former Buzz! developers, you’ve never played
anything like It’s Quiz Time before:

IT’S HUGE

Over 25,000 questions make this the largest quiz game ever on PC.

INTELLIGENT PERSONAL GAME HOST

Meet Salli, the latest in AI-technology. Witty and devious, she’ll pit you against friends and family, encourage you, and put you
to the test as you play along.

EVERYONE CAN PLAY
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With thousands of categories to choose from, it’s perfect for all ages! From cartoons to video games, sports and history: we’ve
got you covered.

USE YOUR SMARTPHONE

Up to 8 players can simultaneously play together using their smartphones! Take selfies, hide your answers, and share with your
friends - It’s Quiz Time gives you a whole new way to play.

PACKED WITH GAME MODES

Play along with topical quizzes based on real world events, grab your controller for the Solo Score Attack, customise your round
playlist, and more!

INTERACTIVE STREAMING

Broadcast your game on Twitch, YouTube, or Mixer, in the innovative Live Show mode, where you can compete with up to
10,000 viewers.

So grab your smartphone and join Salli for the biggest party trivia game on PC with It’s Quiz Time!

Note: Some features require the It’s Quiz Time: Companion App. The app requires smartphones compatible with at least iOS
7.0 or Android 4.4 (KitKat).
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Title: It's Quiz Time
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Snap Finger Click
Publisher:
Vision Games Publishing LTD
Release Date: 30 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8 / 10 - 64-bit

Processor: 2Ghz Intel CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 1024MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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Not at this point. VERY EARLY ACCESS. I'll uninstall and wait at least a few weeks until it is more polished. Good ideas
though.. first of all its nothing like ark or 7 days to die dont be fooled those games are based on freedom to build and set up
wherever. In this you have to take over pre made buildings so you cant build your own place and the weapons last a few minutes.
it gets boring fast. You need friends to make it far.. save your money. Great. Grab it on a sale and you will be fine.. Incredible!
So cheap for what you get. Other devs should take note, Kunos know how to keep their community happy!. This game
REAAALLLY likes bees.. Not so bad as other ports, but just a meh game. Very short. 6/10. PROS:
Nice retro/pixel graphics.
Good music (but only one song).
100% achievements.
Decent sound effects.
Easy gameplay.
You can have fun playing it.

CONS:
Some enemies are ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥.
No controller support.
Limited weapons.
Short.

▂▃▅▇█ Final judgement: 70/100 █▇▅▃▂. This is excellent point and click adventure and should be enjoyable to those who
love these kind of games.
The puzzles mostly involve manipuation of object and various combinations between them.They fall a bit on the hard side but
they are very rewarding.
The graphics are excellent and the locations that you visit are variable with only the animations of the characters lacking but that
is not a significant problem.
For those of us not having english as our native language there are a few words (technical terms and objects ) that you may have
to look up.
I also want to praise the voice over (for the most part ) and especiallly the protagonist.
Last but not least for my is the sense of calm and dreamy atmosphere that you acquire by playing this game (excellent after a
hard day at the work.
Very highly recommended for the absurdly low price (0.99) that i got it
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I love this game and the feeling of flying, but I think it's not usings its full potential. I mean who else thinks this has HUGE
multiplayer potential!. TAKE IT, no regret!
I could say old but gold, but it's a game that never age, when i tried it at first i was very surprised, it's nice and challenging,
maybe it can look like a "Bubble Bobble's" game, but it does have its own way to be awesome. the design and the musics are
very entertaining and when you are close to defeat you can't stop to try until the end to save the match. try it !!!. The objectives
are not clear enough .
The game constantly jammed , and controls do not seem to work all the time .

No doubt in my opinion is a game that does not return to play!. Harder Than I Remember!. This is one my favorite game of all
time, hands down. I have always loved H. P. Lovecraft's work. I loved it for the things beyond conseption, the things which
shouldn't be able to function in our universe but do, and most of all for the things which aren't perverse because they are the
opposite of what our culture advocates, but because they simply exist outside of what we are and can possibly be. In most
games, movies, and book that are inspired by H. P. Lovecraft get this wrong, but this game gets it right on the head. Even if it
wasn't able to show things that can't exist, it was able to create the feel of something truly alien to all that we have, and can, ever
know. In game, the voice (who I think might be Yog-Sothoth) even says that you cannot perceive.

So over all, yes, this game is something that I reccomend. It simply does something that I have never truly seen done before. I
have been looking for a while for something like this, and have just found it.. Bought this game for to get th achievements for
my achievement showcase but I actually enjoy playing this game.. big old waste of money. DO NOT PURCHASE. Was
interesting at first, but it's a little frustrating when you have dialogue options about things that haven't come up yet. Some
puzzles are rather unclear in my opinion, for instance the lock-picking. Uninstalled before finishing because the game glitched
out, and when I'd open my save I'd just have a black screen and an infinitely multiplying cursor. Not a huge loss, as I got it in a
heavily discounted bundle.

For those of you who have trouble with the game window minimizing (and subsequently crashing) and Windows telling you that
it's not the right screen resolution, go to Windows Settings - System - Notifications & Actions: scroll down and put igfxtra.exe
on Off. It worked for me.
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